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Dear editor,

Biped robots can not only cross complex environment such

as ravines and rocks [1], but can also interact in more di-

verse activities with people. A biped robot with point feet is

called an underactuated biped robot (UBR) because there is

no driving device at the contact point between the foot and

the ground. The dynamic walking of a UBR usually requires

gait planning and its trajectory generation methods often

use simplified models [2]. However, the joint coupling effect

caused by dynamic attributes is prominent in the dynamic

motion of the robot. To solve this problem, full model op-

timization was studied [3]. Optimization of the whole body

dynamic (WBD) model consumes more computing resources

with an increase in the degrees of freedom (DoFs). In ad-

dition to the above problems, the uncontrollability of the

DoFs of UBR requires the motion trajectory adjusted on-

line. In the dynamic walking control of a UBR, it was found

that the influence of the joint trajectory tracking error on

walking stability is not serious [4]. Yin et al. [5] proposed

a robot control framework based on a trajectory-free and

realized computer animation design. Because the dynamic

constraints of the actual robot were not considered, it could

not be directly used in an experiment. Besides, upper-body

attitude control and foothold adjustment are key to making

the robot balanced [6]. The traditional method makes it dif-

ficult to achieve stable attitude control for robots with little

difference in mass distribution among parts. The foothold

adjustment is limited by the state of the previous step and

the kinematic singularity.

Based on these considerations, this study proposes a

trajectory-free dynamic locomotion method via state key

points. This method can realize real-time motion planning

at each control period point. These state key points are

defined as key trend states (KTSs) because they only pro-

vide the current motion trend for the robot, and these KTSs

divide the biped robot’s motion into finite states of joints.

An improved torso attitude control based on WBD compen-

sation (WBD-c) and a real-time foothold adjustment algo-

rithm for the angle of joint are used to stabilize the dynamic

motion of the robot. Finally, the proposed method is imple-

mented on the planar UBR BR-S1 in a 1 kHz control loop.

KTS. Through the study of human walking motion, the

supporting leg mainly supports the torso in walking with a

few joint angle changes, while the swinging leg realizes the

processes of lifting and stepping down from the back to the

front. As shown in Figure 1(a), the KTS can be set for

two phases of the supporting leg, ε ∈ {r, l}, which means

the right or left leg, respectively. ς ∈ {st, sw} denotes the

standing and swinging legs, respectively. Two sub-phases

subp ∈ {u, d} represent lifting-up and stepping-down leg

states. Therefore, the set representation of KTS Φς
ε is de-

fined as

Φς
ε =

{

lifting up: (uς θ
ref
h , u

ς θ
ref
k ),

stepping down: (dς θ
ref
h , d

ς θ
ref
k ),

(1)

where the KTS θrefh , θrefk are the angle reference values

of the hip joint and knee joint of the ς leg in two sub-

phases subp, respectively. The KTS of the supporting

leg over the entire supporting state duration has an al-

most constant value: u
stθ

ref
h ≈ d

stθ
ref
h , ustθ

ref
k ≈ d

stθ
ref
k . When

setting the KTS, we hope that the movement trend of

the robot is a speed-free standing state which indicates

the center of mass (CoM) of the robot is directly above

the support point with zero speed. Therefore, the rela-

tionship between the hip joint and the knee joint should

be θrefh = asin(
Ltib sin(π+θref

k
)

√

L2

fem
+L2

tib
−2LtibLfem cos(π+θref

k
)
) , where

asin(·) is the antitrigonometric function of sin, and Lfem and

Ltib are the lengths of the robot’s femur and tibia, respec-

tively. The switching conditions between KTSs are defined
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Figure 1 (a) Block diagram of KTS design method; (b) coordinate system of dynamic model; (c) foothold adjustment and torso

attitude control; (d) real-time dynamic locomotion control diagram.

below.

Event-based and time-based switching. We set the lift-

ing stage to go through the specified time Tu. A change in

the contact signal Sz
ε that is between the swinging leg and

ground is defined, and we define the switching condition

mapping ∆∗ of KTS as

∆∗(Φς
ε, t, S

z
ε ) =







Φς
ε(u → d),

Φς
ε(r→l,l→r)

,

t = Tu,

Sz
l = 1 & Sz

r = 1,
(2)

where Sz
ε = 1 means a connection with the ground and 0

means disconnection. t represents the current running time

of each sub-phase. Φε(r→l,l→r) means that the supporting

leg changes from the right leg to the left leg or from the

left leg to the right leg, and it also means the change of the

swinging state.

Motion trajectory smoothing. As shown in Figure 1(a),

to ensure the continuity of robot motion, we need to

carry out an interpolation between the KTSs: ςθrefi (t) =

γ(Φς
ε,∆

∗, Tsubp, t), where i ∈ {h, k} stands for the hip or

knee joint, Φς
ε is the KTS before triggering the switching

condition, and ∆∗ is the KTS after triggering switching con-

ditions. γ(·) is quintic spline interpolation function. The

joint angular velocity and acceleration at the driving point

are set to zero. We set a time interval Td of sub-phase d for

interpolation.

Dynamic balance control strategy. Because of the insta-

bility of the gait itself and external random disturbance,

the balance algorithm needs to control the robot online

(Figure 1(d)). Firstly, we design the following foothold

adjustment algorithm: fp
swθrefh =swθrefh + ksw

d
1
2
tcst · vCoM +

kswv (vCoM − vrefCoM), where fp
swθrefh is the reference angle ad-

justed according to the real-time state based on the track

swθrefh of the hip joint of the swinging leg. ksw
d

, kswv > 0 are

the coefficients manually to match the real robot. tcst is

the time of current support stage. The forward speed at

the CoM of the torso ẋtor defaults to the CoM speed vCoM

(Figure 1(c)).

To control the robot to realize the above motion,

it is necessary to establish a dynamic model (Fig-

ure 1(b)) which is provided in Appendix A. Then,

we designed the attitude control algorithm based on

WBD-c: τff = B(D(qrefw )q̈refw +N(qrefw , q̇refw ) − JT
stFext) with

θ̈reftor = ktorp (θreftor − θtor) + ktor
d

(θ̇reftor − θ̇tor), where τff =

[ ffτ sth
ffτ stk

ffτ swh
ffτ swk ]T is WBD-c torque values which is

obtained by inverse dynamics. θ̈reftor is the reference angu-

lar acceleration of the torso pitch angle, which is related to

the error of angle and velocity (Figure 1(c)). θreftor and θ̇reftor

are the reference angle and angular velocity of the torso,

respectively. ktorp , ktor
d

are the stiffness of the spring and

damping coefficient, respectively. qrefw , q̇refw , q̈refw ∈ R
7×1 are

the reference position, velocity, and acceleration vector of

the dynamic model, respectively. In addition, closed-loop

control of position at the joint is also needed. A detailed

description of WBD-c is provided in Appendix B.

The simulation and experimental results are illustrated

in Appendix C in detail.

Conclusion. This study proposed a human-inspired-

based KTS design method and control framework for UBRs.

A trajectory-free motion planning method was directly ap-

plied to joint angles, and it is simple and convenient to de-

sign KTSs according to human motion. We put forward

several parts of the balance control method to achieve real-

time dynamic and stable movement. This method can sup-

port large joint trajectory errors and avoid optimization of

a complex model. Our methods can run and control the

robot at 1 kHz. Based on this motion generation and control

framework, we realized a walking experiment of the biped

robot. This planning method has being used to generate a

running motion.
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